We take an image science perspective on the problem of determining brain network connectivity given functional activity. But adapting the concept of image resolution to this problem, we provide a new perspective on network partitioning for individual brain parcellation. The typical goal here is to determine densely-interconnected subnetworks within a larger network by choosing the best edges to cut. We instead define these subnetworks as resolution cells, where highly-correlated activity within the cells makes edge weights difficult to determine from the data. Subdividing the resolution estimates into disjoint resolution cells via clustering yields a new variation, and new perspective, on spectral clustering. This provides insight and strategies for open questions such as the selection of model order and the optimal choice of preprocessing steps for functional imaging data. The approach is demonstrated using functional imaging data, where we find the proposed approach produces parcellations which are more predictive across multiple scans versus conventional methods, as well as versus alternative forms of spectral clustering.
Introduction
The brain is widely understood to operate via densely-interconnected network behavior [28] . Many diseases have been proposed to be essentially "connectivity diseases", such as schizophrenia, Alzheimer's, and other dementias [58] . Hence, initiatives such as the Human Connectome Project [51] have high hopes for solving open problems in brain function and disease [19] . At the same time, modularity of function, to at least some degree, is also clearly evident in the brain. Brain lesions in specific locations commonly lead to specific defects [9] , for example Broca's aphasia resulting from lesions in Broca's area, or memory defects from lesions in the hippocampus. Another source of support comes from the regional differences in cytoarchitecture, identified by Brodmann and others in cadavers [67] . Due to this combination of modular and network function, the brain is often described as having a hierarchical architecture [58] . Brain parcellation, therefore, can be described as identification of the macroscopic-to-mesoscopic level (or levels) of this hierarchy.
The simplest and most common [52] , approach to parcellation is the use of pre-defined neuroanatomical maps defining regions of interest (ROI) [26] . Functional imaging data, such as a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scan, is first normalized into a common coordinate system system such as Talairach coordinates [40] . Then, pre-defined masks provide a direct identification of groups of image voxels onto regions describing the parcels. From here researchers can compute the net activity of the parcel by averaging the time courses of contained parcels, then analyze the networked activity between the parcels. However the brain is known to vary significantly between individuals, particularly in association regions of the cortex [62] , rendering the subsequent analyses inaccurate for such regions. This is of course problematic as it is the complex processes which are believed to involve such regions [9] , which are the most poorly-understood functions of the brain. Further, it is not clear that cytoarchitecture alone can serve to determine the functional divisions in the brain [3] .
A variety of data-driven methods for parcellation have been investigated [55, 17, 20, 2] . These use the similarities between the time courses of the voxels to group them into parcels [11] . The simplest idea is to apply clustering methods, unsupervised learning approaches from the machine learning field [35] , directly to the voxel time courses. Multiple types of clustering have been adapted to parcellation, including k-means clustering [33, 55] , hierarchical clustering [33, 27, 4, 11] , and fuzzy clustering approaches [7, 6, 30] . Related methods include the identification of boundaries between groups of similar time courses [31] , matrix factorization methods [10, 14] , dictionary learning [61] , and processing the time courses to form new types of features to cluster [32, 44] . Fuzzy c-means was once considered the favorite [32] , but research has largely taken a different direction in recent decades. Despite several years of progress, the problem of individual parcellation continues to be considered unsolved, with no clearly-superior approach [2] .
Recent research has sought to utilize the network connectivity itself to improve upon parcellation [25] . The most direct approach is to apply a clustering method to the covariance matrix or a similar quantity describing correlations between time courses. Such analyses have primarily been limited to specific sub-regions such as the orbitofrontax cortex [38] , post-central gyrus [45] , or medial frontal cortex [39] . This is likely due at least in part to the fact that clustering of correlations produces a poor parcellation at the scale of the entire brain. Approaches such as Yeo et al [56] yield small numbers (e.g., seven) of brain-wide networks, rather than spatially-localized parcels.
A closely-related direction is based on the graph partitioning perspective, leveraging advances from spectral graph theory [15] and the fast-growing field of network science [12] . Here the time courses are used to generate a large graph connecting all voxels, which may be weighted or binary, though to our knowledge it is always undirected and unsigned. Then a graph partitioning technique such as normalized cuts (Ncut) [50] or spectral clustering [65, 42, 8, 47, 60, 41] is applied to this dense graph, defining parcels as subgraphs with denser internal connections. As with the clustering of correlations, immediate adaptations of these methods tend to lack the spatial continuity of ROI, instead resulting in a small number of brain-wide networks [36, 59] , or being restricted in analysis to a single ROI [49] . Some researchers have developed methods which achieve more realistic-looking parcels by imposing spatial constraints [54] , such as by only allowing adjacent pixels to be connected [18, 3] , or by combining neighbors into "super-voxels" [64, 63] . While spatial constraints or similar regularization techniques exhibit good reproducibility, this may simply be a result of bias, as such methods do not necessarily perform well in other metrics [2] .
In this paper we present a new approach to parcellation based on taking an image science perspective on the problem of predicting activity within a network, as initially proposed in [24] . In imaging, a resolution cell is defined as the smallest region within which no further detail may be discerned. Here we analogously consider groups of voxels who's connectivity cannot be independently resolved, and suggest this implies they belong in the same parcel. We will show that using clustering to produce a parcellation of resolution cells in this way, yields a new variant on spectral clustering, which is able to form realistic-looking ROI without need for strict distance regularization. We demonstrate the approach using real fMRI data, where we find that the resulting parcels are also more predictive of network activity.
Methods
Spectral clustering is a very popular clustering technique [60] which has been used to solve problems in a wide range of areas such as image processing [65] , graph theory [47] , clustering on nonlinear manifolds [8] , and brain parcellation as reviewed in the previous section. Spectral clustering is commonly described as a continuous relaxation of the normalized cut algorithm [60] for partitioning graphs. The discrete version of the normalized cut algorithm is NP-hard [60] , while the continuous approximation (which we call "spectral clustering", often also referred to in the literature as simply "the Ncut algorithm") can be performed with basic linear algebra methods. The most common form [60] of spectral clustering is provided in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Spectral Clustering
1: Form undirected unsigned weighted graph represented by weighted adjacency matrix W from correlations between time-courses. Choose number of clusters K. In addition to approximately-optimal partitioning of graphs, other interpretations have been noted for spectral clustering [41] , sometimes involving minor variants on Algorithm 4, such as by normalizing the Laplacian differently. In [42] , it is shown that one can also use the largest eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of a normalized version of the adjacency matrix W (normalized to have unit row sums). The question of which variant works best has generally been left to empirical testing [60] .
Our approach addresses the problem from an entirely different direction, based on the idea of resolving unknown edges, leading to a new variant of spectral clustering. In [23] the concept of resolution was applied to estimating the relation of functional imaging to phenotypes, resulting in modular regions suggestive of brain parcellation. In [24] , the resolution concept was applied to the relation between the activity of different voxels, i.e., network estimation, and used to perform brain parcellation. First we will review that approach here.
Let A be a matrix containing fMRI data, where a i , the ith column of A, contains the time series describing the activity of the ith voxel. We assume the data has been preprocessed to remove artifacts, and standardized. The neighborhood selection problem [43] is the regression problem to estimate the functional connectivity of the kth voxel given all other voxels, which we formulate as
where x * k is the kth column of the weighted adjacency matrix X. Note that we do not restrict the diagonal of X to be zero, hence we allow self loops in the network. A typical approach is to seek a sparse solution to Eq. (1), as in [43] , by imposing an appropriate regularization term. This is especially valued in applications such as connectomics due to the high redundancy in the data, i.e., strong correlations between voxel time series.
Of course the goal of parcellation is to identify modules based on these correlations. To that end we will use an approach from image science for analyzing the redundancy in an inverse problem. In this case, the inverse problem is the linear model,
where we view a k in Eq.
(1) as a measured output, and x k as an unknown input we wish to determine. The data matrix A serves as a forward model, an operator which transforms the input to the output, causing some degree of information loss. The resolution matrix [37] describes this information loss for inverse problems, and is defined as
Where A † is the pseudoinverse of A. The resolution matrix is sometimes described as an approximate identity matrix for the problem [29] . Consider that if A was invertible, then A † = A −1 and hence R = I, the identity matrix. Further, an invertible A means Eq. (2) can be solved exactly for x k using the inverse, and indeed Eq. (1) will find this exact solution. Generally, the more R differs from the identity matrix, the more information loss there is, and the worse our estimate of the true connectivity will be. A simple example is depicted in Fig. 1 . We can see that this is a kind of minimal choice of blurring region by solving for the best approximation to an inverse, using the following optimization program
where e i is a vector of zeros with a value of one in the ith element. The solution to this problem is
which is a row of the pseudoinverse. Further, note that A T y * i = A T (A T ) † e i = r i , the ith row of R. So r i is an optimal approximation to e i . Since e i is the ith row of the identity matrix, R is an optimal approximation to the identity.
In Fig. 2 we give a simple simulation to demonstrate the resolution matrix for a network, where correlation is due to connectivity rather than simply missing information. Fig. 2 depicts the network, data matrix of time courses, and resolution matrix. We see that the resolution matrix, formed by applying the pseudoinverse of the data matrix to the data matrix itself, is able to separate the three groups but not resolve nodes any further.
Regularization
Thus far we have neglected the role of noise and other sources of error. The typical inverse problems approach to noise is to treat it as unwanted variation in the measured output data, which in the model of Eq. (2) would imply the following,
where n k is a random vector of noise signal. In inverse problems, such noise effects are known to cause a loss of resolution [22] . In our adaptation of this perspective to connectivity estimation, however, we must take additional care; any signal noise in our measurements a k will also afflict our forward model A, as a k is itself a column from A. E.g. we have A N = A + N, where N is a matrix of random noise signals. In other words, signal noise directly becomes model error as well. This is especially problematic because it has an opposite effect, making the resolution appear to be higher than it truly is. Consider the case where the true A should have low rank and be singular. The addition of white noise would result in an invertible (though perhaps poorly-conditioned) A N , which would appear to have maximum resolution, yielding the identity matrix from
. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 , where a noisy version of the A matrix from Fig. 2 results in a resolution matrix that is approimately the identity. Noise is commonly addressed in inverse problems by regularization of the resolution matrix using Tikhonov regularization [1] . This effectively replaces Eq. (1) with the following regularized regression problem,
which requires choice of a regularization parameter µ. In the underdetermined case (i.e., more voxels than time samples) this has analytical solution,
defining the 2 -regularized pseudoinverse,
and corresponding 2 -regularized resolution matrix
This is the approach taken in [24] . Note that a regularized resolution matrix is the product of the noisy dataset with a regularized version of its pseudoinverse. A difficulty of regularization methods is of course the need to choose a regularization parameter. However, we note that such decisions are already routinely made in fMRI preprocessing. In particular, a common practice is to truncate the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the data, in order to remove weak components [13] . Further, a number of researchers have developed techniques and guidelines for selection of the proper cutoff for such preprocessing steps [53, 16, 66] . Next we will show that if a dataset has been preprocessed in this way, then the resulting resolution matrix can be viewed as having been regularized.
Consider the m × n dataset A where m < n and A is full row rank. The SVD is
where U and V are left and right singular vectors with columns u i and v i , respectively, and S is a m × n diagonal matrix of singular values σ i . The truncated SVD of A is
where r is the rank to which the SVD is truncated, U r and V r are the first r columns of U and V, respectively, and S r is the first r rows of S. The truncated-SVD (TSVD) regularized solution to Eq. (6) would then be [34] ,
where S −T r is the n×r diagonal matrix of the inverses of the first r singular values. This method has long been known to produce similar results to those of 2 regularization [34] . In Eq. (13) we have also defined the TSVD-regularized pseudoinverse A † r by analogy with Eq. (9),
Note that we use Greek subscripts to denote the 2 -regularized pseudoinverse, and Latin subscripts to denote the SVD-regularized version. By computing the resolution matrix using this dimensionality-reduced data set, we get the TSVD-regularized resolution matrix,
So by leveraging results for optimal choice of preprocessing, in this case for truncating the SVD of the data to eliminate weak components, we get a regularized resolution matrix estimate.
Spatial smoothing
Spatial smoothing is another common preprocessing step used for fMRI data [53] , which also can be viewed as a regularization of the resolution matrix. In this case, the effect is immediately visible since the resolution matrix itself takes on the smothing operation, as a "blurring" of the identity. Earlier, with Fig. 1 , we noted the interpretation of R as a blurring operator [5] . Consider that the least-squares solution to Eq. (2) iŝ
So the least-squares solutionx k is a "blurred" version of the true solution, with blurring described by the resolution matrix. In particular, note that this blurring operator projects the true solution onto the rowspace of A. Such projections are known as estimable functions [46] , meaning features which may be estimated even when the forward model is not invertible [21] . In computational imaging, resolution cells may be viewed as local averages which may be estimated from the data. Similarly in a connectivity estimation problem, while we may not be able to estimate the edge weight for a particular edge to a node, we may be able to estimate the average weight over multiple edges connecting to the node. The averaging operator is the corresponding row of the resolution matrix. The spatial smoothing kernel, therefore, directly relates to the resulting blurring kernel of the resolution matrix. Spatial smoothing creates local correlations between nearby time-series, which the resolution matrix subsequently describes. This is demonstrated in the simulation of Fig. 4 . In this case the resolution matrix is an approximate identity, while the spatial smoothing produces a similarly-smoothed version of the identity matrix. We also see that the blurring kernel described by the resolution matrix columns is very similar to the smoothing kernel used on the data. This produces an important regularization effect in clustering techniques.
Resolution Clustering
The example in Fig. 2 motivates the idea of separating the sub-networks by clustering the resolution matrix. And indeed this was demonstrated in [24] using the the method is presented in Algorithm 2. In [24] a memory-efficient clustering algorithm was also provided to handle large datasets A for which R = A † µ A would be too large to store in memory. For example, the Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort fMRI data
would be 592895 × 592895 (as is the covariance matrix for forming network affinity matrices). However we never need store this in its entirety.
We will describe that method here, as the approach can be used for clustering regularized resolution matrices as well as for clustering the sample covariance matrix via A T A. A basic k-means algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3. Here we consider the general case of clustering columns of M = PQ, where P (of size n × m) and Q (of size m × n) Algorithm 3 k-means applied to data columns of matrix M 1: Choose number of clusters K and initialize cluster centers c k , k = 1, ..., K 2: while Convergence criterion not met do
3:
Label each column with that of nearest cluster center:
4:
Recalculate cluster centers as mean over data columns with same label: c i =
Since we are only concerned with the class index i of the cluster with the minimum distance to each column, we do not need to compute the m T k m k term. So we can compute
By forming a matrix C with cluster centers c i as columns, we can efficiently compute the cross term in brackets for all i and k as (C T P)Q, a K by n matrix. Along similar lines, we can efficiently compute the mean over columns in each cluster by noting that the mean over a set S of columns can be written as
So for clustering the resolution matrix, we have that clustering of R requires additional storage for a matrix the same size as A (i.e., A † ), and roughly double the number of calculations as conventional clustering, with two matrix-vector multiplies replacing each single one in the conventional algorithm.
Spectral Resolution Clustering
For TSVD regularization, we can use Algorithm 2 and the memory-efficient technique of the previous section, replacing A † µ with A † r . However we can find an potentially even more efficient algorithm, which can utilize preprocessing calculations that are already being performed. First note that using the SVD of A = USV T , we get
Similarly for the truncated SVD, A r = U r S r V r , we get
Using the result from the previous section, now with P = V r and Q = V T r , we have from Eq. (19),
where
r is the (transposed) jth row of V r . Then combining Eq. (22) and Eq. (23), we get
So the distances are equal to the distances between rows of V r and centers resulting from the average over the rows of V r corresponding to the cluster. The method is summarized in Algorithm 4. Next consider that in typical approaches to spectral clustering start by forming the graph from A, for example by computing pairwise correlations between columns (representing time series) then zeroing values below a threshold or otherwise computing a distance metric that yields a non-negative adjacency matrix. If we stopped at the raw correlation estimate, and did not perform these heuristic adjustments, we would compute a scaled version as A T A, which can be viewed as a dense signed adjacency matrix itself. The eigenvalue decomposition of this matrix gives
where Λ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. So Algorithm 4 can be viewed as a close relative of Algorithm 1 applied to this version of an adjacency matrix (recall that [42] showed that one can equivalently use eigenvectors of a version of the adjacency matrix). Hence our principled goal of segmenting network resolution yields a variation on spectral clustering. We also have a direct interpretation of the choice of model order (i.e., the truncation rank r) based on regularization of the neighborhood estimation problem for predicting node activity. And further, this choice may be considered separately from the choice of number of clusters. Next we show how to relate the 2 -regularization method into this same framework. If we input the SVD of A from Eq. (11) into Eq. (9), we get [34]
Inputting this into the resolution matrix of Eq. (10) gives
where we have defined V µ as a matrix of weighted singular vectors
using D w , a diagonal matrix with diagonal w where
. This suggests the general method of Algorithm 5, where have the following options for w,
This further provides the ability to generalize to other weightings which may yield more optimal estimators in the Algorithm 5 Weighted Spectral Resolution Clustering).
1: Form standardized data matrix A containing time series as columns. Choose rank truncation r, number of clusters K, and weighting w. neighborhood estimation problem.
Real Data Results
We used data from the Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort [48] , which contains three scans for each subject, a resting-state scan and two task scans. The data was preprocessed using SPM, which included spatial smoothing with a 5 mm kernel, and registration to normalized coordinates. We then formed masks of the brain region by setting a threshold, and selected the 100 subjects which had the highest common overlap between masks. The data was downsampled by a factor of three in each dimension, which allowed it to be made small enough to form the adjacency matrix in memory for other spectral clustering methods (as efficient code for most methods was not available). Examples of resolution estimates for this dataset are provided in Fig. 5 . Figure 5 : Single resolution cell for voxel in right precentral gyrus for individuals from PNC dataset; visualized as top view of brain, with each voxel colored by magnitude of its contribution to the resolution cell; the stronger the signal, the more "unresolvable" the given voxel is from the chosen point in precentral gyrus; each column shows the resolution cell for a different scan, and each row represents a different subject. Note that this is a column of the resolution matrix, reformed into a 3D image, then viewed from above.
Hyperparameter Estimation
We used a cross-validation method to determine the parameters for the TSVD and 2 -regularized methods, based on the prediction of activity. Each choice of parameter was evaluated by the following steps, for each subject:
1. Separate data into training and test sets, forming separate matrices A (train) and A (test) ; standardize and preprocess independently (to the degree possible).
2. Using training set data, compute regularized predictor x (train) k for every voxel k, via Eq. (8) or (13), depending on method.
3. Set predictor values in vicinity of voxel k to zero in order to eliminate self-loops. 4 . Rescale predictor to compensate for exclusion of vicinity of voxel k.
Using test set data, compute residual
for every voxel k.
6. Average residual over all voxels and all cross-validation folds, and choose parameter which minimizes the residual.
For the training and test sets, we tried splitting single scans into three parts, by separating the time series into thirds. We also tried using one of a given subject's scans as training set and testing against the other two. The latter method has the advantage that the training and test sets are preprocessed completely independently (i.e., normalization of coordinates and temporal filtering) so there is no opportunity for sharing information. We found the optimals to be roughly the same for either approach to cross-validation, so provide the results for the multiple scan approach. We used a similar procedure to test different choices of temporal filtering, but the applying filtering resulted in only a small variation in prediction accuracy, so we omitted this preprocessing step.
Recall that x k can be viewed as a column of a weighted adjacency matrix X. So in effect we are using A (train) to estimate connectivity, then using this network to predict the activity on A (test) . It is necessary to exclude the region around the kth voxel because this would include a self-loop, which makes predictions that are trivially accurate. To correct for this exclusion of part of the predictor, we estimate an optimal scalar for the predictor (also using the training set) by finding the optimal value to minimize
which has analytical solution,
We computed prediction residual with and without this scalar adjustment. Figure 6 gives the results of the three-fold cross-validation test for ten different choices of regularization for both the 2 and TSVD methods. For the TSVD, the ten steps correspond to tenths of the total number of nonzero singular values. So the minimum around 3 to 5 on the horizontal axis corresponds to 30 to 50 percent dimensionality reduction for the TSVD method. For the 2 regularization we used the following multiples of the maximum singular value: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0. So the minimum around 3 to 5 corresponds to 0.1σ max to 0.3σ max . This range of tests was repeated for multiple choices of spatial smoothing and multiple choices of the exclusion region. We see that if the exclusion region is small (5mm) then a choice of no regularization was optimal, which suggests self-loops were still having an effect due to spatial smoothing. Otherwise we had relatively consistent results with the 2 -regularization outperforming the TSVD method, and minima in the 3 to 5 range.
Parcel Comparisons
Next we computed individual parcellations for each of thee three scans for the 100 subjects. We used the number of clusters as k = 116 (so we could compare to the predefined parcellation), and used random starting clusters. The methods used are listed below: 
NN
Spectral clustering of binary graph formed by connecting nearest neighbors (adjacent voxels) only; imaging data was not used.
XYZ k-means clustering of 3 × n position matrix; each column is the three-dimensional location of a voxel.
AAL
The 116 Automated Anatomical Labeling regions of interest [57] .
RNG Parcels defined by randomly labeling each voxel.
We tried the standard approaches to spectral clustering but were not able to get reasonable-looking parcellations with them, even with high levels of spatial smoothing. Figure 7 shows an example of the parcellations for a single subject for three of the methods. First we tested the consistency of results from using different scans for the same subject by computing the average over dice coefficients between a cluster in one scan and the most-similar cluster in the comparison scan. The results are given in Fig. 8 , for both low (5 mm kernel) and high (15 mm kernel) spatial smoothing. The averages were rather low, which may result from several causes. Notably, the scans were of different types, resting-state versus different task scans, which can account for roughly 30 percent of the variance in the time-series [62] . Further, while we chose the subjects with the best-aligned scans, they were still not perfectly aligned. Consider that the XYZ and NN methods essentially produce tilings of the volume which should be approximately equal for the scans depending how well-aligned they are. Hence these may serve as something of an upper limit on the data-dependent methods' reproducibility. We find that the WNN produces the most similar clusters of the data-dependent methods, though at low smooth-ing its dice coefficients are only slightly higher than the resolution-based methods. At high smoothing the WNN method appears identical to the NN method. We also note that sizable improvements in dice coefficients can be achieved by spatial smoothing, likely due to its effective distance regularization effect, and probably biasing results towards the XYZ and NN methods. Fig. 9 gives a metric of the average parcel size, computed as the square root of the average squared distance between the parcel centroid and each voxel in the parcel. Here spatial smoothing reduces the size of parcels for the data-dependent methods, except for WNN. As more compact parcels tend to fit more with our prior belief about the modularity of the brain (see Fig. 7 )), we presume smaller parcels here are generally better, at least to some degree. Under this assumption, then the best results are achieved by the WNN method, though its immunity to the distance-regularizing effect of spatial smoothing, plus its similarity to the NN method, makes the validity of the parcel sizes questionable. Next-smallest clusters are achieved by the resolution-based methods. Lastly we computed metrics to test the homogeneity and separation of the parcels. We tested homogeneity with two metrics; the first was the average unexplained variance within parcels. This is the fraction of remaining signal energy after removing the average signal in the parcel, averaged over parcels. Second we computed the average absolute Pearson correlation between every pair of time series within each parcel, excluding self-correlations. We tested parcel separation by computing the average absolute correlation between average signals in different parcels.
Our results agreed with those reported elsewhere [2] , where it was noted that despite the superior repeatability (i.e. higher dice coefficients) of spectral clustering, the homogeneity was inferior to that of k-means clustering (which we are calling the "A" method). This makes sense as k-means is explicitly a greedy algorithm for optimizing this metric. However, we further tested the validity of these results by calculating the metrics for parcels generated using one scan, when applied to another scan for the same subject. Fig. 10 gives the fractional unexplained variance for all possible combinations of scans. In this case we found the resolution-based methods to be consistently superior; when the same scan was used both to produce the parcels and to test them (i.e., scans 1-1, 2-2 and 3-3), the "A" method is best (lowest unexplained variance), but for the other charts, the Rl and Rr methods had the lowest unexplained variance. We further see that the 2 -method maintains a small advantage over TSVD, which agrees with the superior predictive performance of 2 -regularization from Fig. 6 . The average for tests of parcels on the same scan of a subject versus their other scans are provided in Table 1 , where we see consistent performance for the different metrics; resolution methods have the lowest unexplained variance, highest internal correlation, and lowest between-parcel correlations for cross-scan tests.
Discussion
In summary, we demonstrated how the concept of resolution could be adapted to the neighborhood regression problem for estimating network connectivity. We showed that the intuitive idea of clustering this resolution matrix led to a new kind of spectral clustering. Further, we found different algorithm variants depending on the form of regularization used for the neighborhood prediction; a SVD truncation-based regularization led to a more traditional algorithm based on clustering of singular vectors, while a 2 -penalized regularization led to an algorithm based on clustering weighted singular vectors. This provides a new perspective on spectral clustering which allows more Figure 10: Average fractional unexplained variance from applying parcellation from one scan to another scan; figure title x-y refers to parcellation scan x and test scan y. Note A method is best only for same-scan tests while resolution-based methods are consistently best for cross-scan tests. principled decisions on open questions such as the choice of model order as well as on data preprocessing decisions, which are typically made independently and heuristically. We tested the approach for parcellation of fMRI data, and found that the proposed methods yielded parcels which were more consistent across scans as well as more compact spatially versus conventional approaches based on clustering of voxel time series or their correlations. Further, while the spatially-constrained spectral clustering method produced parcels with higher dice coefficients and smaller average size, the unexplained variance is higher for this method, meaning the parcels are a worse approximation to the measured data overall. It is particularly interesting that the resolution-based methods outperform the basic time-series clustering (the "A" method) for the cross-scan tests of unexplained variance, suggesting that their basis for clustering is more robust. The fact that the "A" method is superior when tested on the same scans provides validation that the method was performed properly. Also the fact that the methods WNN, NN, and XYZ, which produce more compact clusters (and indeed slightly more similar clusters), also performed worse on the unexplained variance shows that the success of the resolution-based methods here is not simply due to increased consistency or compactness of clusters. Further the lack of improvement in the"Ar" method over the "A" method suggests it is not simply a benefit due to the regularization.
As noted above, the homogeneity metrics are biased towards the basic "A" method; it is a method which groups the most similar time series, and the homogeneity metrics test which method successfully grouped the most similar time series. A metric which might be more interesting from a hierarchical network perspective is something similar to our cross-validated preprocessing, where we test which parcellation can produce the best network. we might measure this by testing how well we can use the signals from other parcels to predict a given parcel's signal. The difficulty with this metric is that it rewards bad parcellations. If a certain module with high internal connectivity is broken in to multiple parcels, those parcels can be used to more reliably predict their neighbors (which should be in the same parcel). This is of course compounded by spatial smoothing which creates correlations between nearby voxels.
A more efficent method for determining the regularization in the preprocessing stage would also be valuable . The exclusion of the local neighborhood (to prevent self-loops from biasing every result towards the unregularized extreme) prevents the exploitation of the low-rank structure of the covariance matrix, as each neighborhood has a different exclusion region. This renders the approach difficult for very large datasets, and requires subsequent metrics of parcellation or later stages to determine the optimal preprocessing parameters.
